
Year 5 Sizzling Speller Words (cont.)

absent bench cargo correct

address blade cause correction

adventure blanket certain couple

afterwards blaze chance course

agree bloom charge crawl

ahead borrow charging crept

allow broken cheap crowd

amount bubble cheer crown

apron bucket chest cruel

arrow burnt chew crumb

artist butcher choke dairy

Australia button choose damage

axe cabbage Christmas dangerous

bacon cabin clothing daughter

bait calf cloud deaf

balance calm clown December

basin camel coarse decide

battle candle coast demand

beauty capital collar desert

beginning capture comb discover

behave careful company distance

believe carefully copy divide



dose fare history lemon

downstairs fasten hopped library

dozen fellow hotel loan

drown figure husband lonely

eager funnel idea loose

eastern general important lose

edge glove interest lovely

eighteen grasp January lucky

eighty grocer jarrah lying

either group join manage

electric growl jolly marble

empty guessed journey market

enter hail jungle marry

error hammer kangaroo match

escape handle karri message

ewe health kettle midnight

except heavier knee miner

excuse heavy knit moment

expect hedge lately motor

faint helicopter lazy movement

famous herd least mutton

fancy hiding leather narrow
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Year 5 Sizzling Speller Words (cont.)

native pearl promise roast

nature perhaps proper rough

newspaper piano protect ruler

ninety pile public safety

noisy pillow pump sailor

notice plain punish saucer

ocean plaster pure score

offer pleasant purple scout

ought pleasure radio scream

ourselves plough ragged search

oven poem railway secret

owl police raise sentence

paddle porridge rather settle

paddock postage raw seventy

paid potato reason shave

pain pour receive shelf

parcel powder remain shining

parcel power remind sigh

parent pray reply sign

patch press report signal

peach price reward silent

pear prison ribbon silk



simple stir thunder

sixty stole tide

size straight tight

skirt straighter timber

slave straw toast

smart struck tomato

smiling study tore

smooth stuff tough

sneeze subject tow

sneezing suit towards

sniff suppose towel

soak swam trail

soup tame treasure

spade taste tribe

spider taught uncertain

spoil tear weary

spread tease

square telephone

stage thief

stare thirsty

steam though

stiff thread
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